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Electromagnetic radiation from the sea contains information about some of the sea­
water constituents. In the microwave region of the spectrum the emissivity of the sea 
surface is determined partially by its conductivity; consequently, the microwave radia­
tion emitted by the sea can be used to infer its salinity. Infrared radiation emitted by
the sea-is proportional to the surface water thermodynamic temperature. Optical radi­
ation from the sea is influenced by pigments dissolved in the water and contained in dis­
crete organisms suspended in the sea. It is influenced by both pigmented and unpigmented 
particles, whether organic or inorganic. 
This report addresses the problem of extracting the information concerning these 
pigments and particulates from the optical properties of the sea, the properties which 
determine characteristics of the light that a remote sensor will detect and measure. 
The ultimate goal of this research is to determine the constituents of sea water from 
remotely measured spectra of upwelling light. It is a part of the overall NASA Earth 
Resources Laboratory's objective to develop techniques for remotely sensing informa­
tion that is useful in the management of natural resources. 
Two basic phenomena determine the optical properties of the sea: absorption and 
scattering. Dissolved pigments of both terrestrial or marine origin selectively absorb 
light as a function of wavelength, as does pure water itself. Interpretation of the absor­
bance of sea water is complicated by the presence of many compounds that absorb light
in the visible region of the spectrum. Most particles in the sea scatter light in a manner 
which is not strongly affected by wavelength, although scattering from pigmented parti­
cles, such as phytoplankton, does exhibit significant wavelength dependence. The scat­
tering effect of sea water is determined by-the distribution of sizes and refractive 
indicies of the particles as well as the absorption spectra of pigments they contain. 
Because of the many variables involved, exact analytical results are highly unlikely.
However, through the judicious application of physical approximations and statistical 
modeling, it is possible to develop a good description of the constituents of sea water 
from its optical properties. 
This document is a progress report documenting the status of research at the NA8A 




The spectrum of upwelling radiance from the sea surface may be related to the inci­
deat radiation through exact radiative transfer theory or one of several approximations 
t@ ft. The approach taken is to adapt the quasi-single scattering approximation proposed 
by aidn (IflS> and developed by McCluney (1974). 
entering the sea undergoes reflection and refraction as described by Fresnel'sXi 

these mayequations. For light incident at an angle 8 a (relative to the surface normal), 
be cast into the following forms: 
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The subscripts r and I represent, respectively, polarization perpendicular and 
paZael to,the scattering plane. These relations apply to a flat surface element, and, 
for the present analysis, it is,assumed that the entire sea surface is flat. 
The light reaching depth z with the same directional properties as the incident radi­
atiemas attenuated by absorption and scattering. Because the natural systems to which 
the amalymis fst to be applied are characterized by strong forward scattering, the author 
addapf d for -this work the quasi-single scattering approximation, which considers light 
in the exact direction ofsaxtesd,in the forward hemisphere to be scattered at 0; i.e., 
original propagation. Thus, the attenuation of downwelling light by the scattering pro­
cess is represented by the factor exp[-kzseog] where 6 is the angle between the incident 
radiation within the medium and the vertical and 
k = Cabs+ j 2 7rr ,()sin T dT dO (2)
J0 'T/2 
Here, 3(T) is the volume scattering function of the medium and Cabs is the total absorp­
tion cross section. Both terms include the effects of pure water itself plus the effects 
of suspended particles; the latter term also includes the effects of pigments in solution. 
The present analysis neglects light reaching the sea surface from the sky and con­
siders only direct sunlight. The sunlight is essentially plane-parallel unpolarized 
irradianc, Eo . The radiant intensity scattered upward from a volume element dv at 
depth z and measured just beneath the surface is 
difr(6,@') 
= 2 Eo[ITi 1 () + T r r(](3 
exp I(see 0 + see 6') 5C(z')dz'] cos 0 sin 8 dO d 
whereg0 is the angle between direction of propagation of the scattered light relative to 
the vertical, 6' is the angle between this direction and the plane defined by the sun, the 
volume element and the vertical, and , :" ­
cos T = Cos 0 cos 0' + sin 4 sin 4'sin 0 sin 0' + cos 0 cos 4'sin @ sin0' (4) 
For an infinitely deep sea, equation (3) may be integrated over depth to give 
dN+(\''¢') = E°o2L, C(sec + sec 6') T1 sI() + Tr r(T) cos 0 sin e dS d4 (5) 
Where N+ is the radiance scattered along the ray defined by 6', l' from the water column. 
After an additional transmission through the sea-air interface and transmission through 
the atmosphere, it is this radiance that is measured by a remote sensor. 
Absorption 
This analysis is based on the assumption that the total absorption cross section, 
Cabs, is the sum of three elements: the actual absorption of light by pigments contain­
ed in suspended particles, absorption by pigments dissolved in the water, and 
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The first element is an intrinsic part of the scattering phe­absorption by pure water. 
nomenon and will be discussed later under scattering. Dissolved pigments, generally 
classed as Gelbstoff, absorb according to Beer's law, so that the product of the specif­
ic absorbance and concentration of each individual compound at each wavelength may 
be summed to give the absorbance of the collection of compounds at that wavelength. 
These materials have terrestrial and marine sources, and may be decay products of 
pigments contained by once living plants or excreted by living phytoplankton. 
Scattering 
The volume scattering function, j, of the bulk medium is the sum of the volume 
scattering function of pure sea water, and the scattering by each of the individual parti­
cles suspended therein. It is a function of the number of particles, the size of the 
particles, the index of refraction of the particles relative to the medium, the internal 
structure of the particles if they are non-homogeneous, and the pigmentation of the 
particles. Adopted here is the assumption that the particles in the sea can be grouped 
into discrete classes with each class having a representative refractive index, size dis­
tribution, internal structure and pigmentation, as has been assumed by Zaneveld et al. 
(1974). So that the individual particle scattering properties can be computed using Mie 
scattering theory, the author further assumes that all the particles are spherical. Al­
though this assumption undoubtedly introduces error, without it the problem is virtually 
unworkable. The volume scattering function for scattering at angle T may then be writ­
ten as 
= M.Z f(d + Wcj i ' 
where M is the concentration of particles of type j, fj (d1 ) is the normalized size distri­
bution of type j, and Pij(T) is the individual particle scattering function for type j, 
diameter di , and angle T as computed according to Mie theory. Further, Pw(T) is the 
Rayleigh scattering from the pure water computed according to Morel (1974). 
Mie scattering theory as described by Van de Hulst (1957) is directly applicable to 
the computation of scattering by homogeneous spheres. This theory has been extended 
by Kerker (1969) to apply to scattering by non-homogeneous spheres composed of con­
centric spherical shells, and, in this expanded form, it has been applied by Mueller 
(1973) to compute the scattering properties of a hypothetical spherical diatom composed 
of three layers; the innermost being the unpigmented vacuole, the intermediate shell 
being a pigment-bearing pseudochloroplast, and the outer shell being the unpigmented 
frustule. The absorption spectrum of the pigment enters into the scattering by introduc­
ing a-non-zero imaginary component of the index of refraction which appears explicitly 
in the Mie computation, and causes pigment-bearing particles to have a non-zero ab­
sorption cross section. Attenuation by unpigmented particles is restricted to scattering, 
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while pigmented particles absorb some energy and thus attenuate by both scattering and 
absorption mechanisms. 
EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN 
Experimental work was planned to provide the basic data required by the theory 
previously outlined relating the constituents of sea water to the spectrum of light up­
welling in the sea and then to test it. The first element of the theory to be tested was 
the synthesis of the bulk scattering from five classes of hypothetical particles. Addi­
tional research was being conducted to isolate the dissolved organic pigments found in 
the coastal waters of the northern Gulf of Mexico so their specific absorption spectra 
could be determined for inclusion in the radiative transfer model, but these data were 
not available at the time of this writing. A preliminary absorption spectrum was devel­
oped from organic material extracted from sea water and used initially in the radiative 
transfer model. The radiative transfer model was tested with measurements of the 
upwelling light spectrum made by Earth Resources Laboratory (ERL) using the prelim­
inary data and using the absorption spectrum of one sample of filtered sea water rela­
tive to distilled water. 
Dissolved Pigment Analysis 
Three different approaches- have been taken to isolate the dissolved organic compo­
nents of sea water. The first is the extraction technique using organic solvents as 
described by Copin and Barbier (1971), and the second is an absorption technique utiliz­
ing reverse phase high-pressure liquid chromatography (HPLC). The third approach 
was to precipitate most of the organic material of interest by addition of methanol, then 
to apply the HPLC analysis. 
Sea water samples were collected for the analysis of dissolved organic substances 
at sampling stations located in the northern Gulf of Mexico and its coastal environs as 
indicated in Table I. The water samples were filtered with a 0.4-jim filter immediately 
after collection. The samples were stored in glass bottles under refrigeration. All 
glassware was scrupulously cleaned before use to minimize contamination. 
To perform the extraction, the sea water was acidified to pH 2 with concentrated 
hydrochloric acid. Pesticide analysis grade ethyl acetate was then added in the pro­
portions of 500 ml per liter of sea water and agitated for 15 minutes. After separation, 
the ethyl acetate was evaporated in a flash distillation apparatus which included a liquid­
nitrogen cooled trap where the solvent was recovered. The organic material remaining 
after evaporation of the solvent was redissolved in ethyl acetate to separate it from the 
inorganic salts. The solvent was again evaporated in a'tared flask, and the mass of 
organic material extracted from the sea water was then determined. 
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TABLE I. EXPERIMENT DATA SAMPLING STATIONS
 
Data 
Latitude, Longitude, Acquisitioa 
Station North West Radiance Scattering Spportin Gelbstoff 
1 30012.7 89001.5 Xa X X
 
2 ' 
29058.5? 88038.5 X X X
 
3 29053.0' 8832.5' X X X
 
4 30913.5' 8832.5' X X X X
 
X
5 29054.5? 88032.0' X X X 

X
7 30019.71 87010.2f X X X 

8 30°19.7' 87010.2' X X X
 
9 30000,5' 86057.7* X X X X
 
10 30011.21 89939.5' X X X
 
11 30011.21 89009.5' X X X X
 
12 29 59.0' 88043.7 X X X X
 
13 29056.51 88024.21 X X X X
 
X
20 28049.3! 89033.0 X 

X
21 29001.6' 89o42.6? X 
X (3)d 33 28039.0' 8395.0' (1)b 

34 29038.0' 8401.0' (1) X (3)
 
35 30 8. 0' 88*16.0' (1) X (3)
 
37 28042.0 89050.0? (1) X (3)
 
X	41 30005.0' 88042.2! X X
X 

42 30°12.7' 89001.5! X X X X
 
X
43 30012.5' 87031.2' X X 	 X 
X X44 29057.5' 87016.21 X 	 X 

45 30019.7? 87010.21 X X 	 X X
 (4 )e
51 27020. O' 92-22. O' (2)o 	 X 

X (4)
52 28°49. 0' 94045. 01 (2) 

X (4)
53 27039.9' 96029.6' (2) 
54 28050.4 8929.4' (2) 	 X (4)
 
55 29058.1' 88001.1' (2) 





57 27051. O 92055.41 (2) X (4)
 
58 2825.0' 95055.91 (2) X (4)
 
59 29035.6' 93051.O? (2) X (4)
 
X (4)60 29041.1 93023.2' 

X (4)
61 29013.0 9224. 0' 
X (4)62 28046.21 92016.7' 
LEGEND: 
a. X = ERL
 
b, (1) = Scripps Visibility Lab, Researcher cruise
 
e. (2) = Scripps Visibility Lab, Gyre cruise 
d. (3) = NOAA/AOML and Bigelow Labs 
e. (4) = ERL, Texas A&M, Bigelow Labs 
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Portions of the organic material extracted from the sea water were subjected tothin layer plate and gravity flow liquid partition chromatography. Additional high pres­
sure liquid chromatographic separations were performed on some of the e.tracts. The
column used was the VBONDAPAK C18 from Waters Associates, Inc. and was operated 
at pressures from 400 to 1000 psi. The nominal plate count for this reverse phase col­
umn is 2700. Solvent systems used were 100% methanol; 90% methanol, 10% water; and 
80% methanol, 20% water. Three detectors were used after the column; a universal
 
refractive index meter and absorption detectors 
at 254 and 365 am. 
The same column was used to extract the organic substances directly from the sea 
water. For this isolation procedure, the sea water was filtered with a 0.3-im glass
filter and 200 ml was passed through the column at about 900 psi. The water leaving
the column was collected in 10 ml aliquots for which visible/ultraviolet spectra were
recorded on a Cary-17 spectrometer. After the sea water had been passed through the 
column, 300 ml distilled water was used to wash inorganic salts from the column. The 
organic material which had been absorbed on the column was finally eluted with ethanol 
or methanol; the solvent was collected in 5 to 10 ml aliquots and analyzed spectrophoto­
metrically. The column was then cleaned with tetrahydrofuran, methanol and distilled 
water before further use. Because some of the results were very perplexing and it 
appeared that some contamination of the column might be interfering with the analysis, 
a special cleaning procedure specified by the column manufacturer was carried out. 
This procedure consisted of successively pumping 100 ml distilled water, 300 ml meth­
anol, 100 ml dimethylformamide, 300 ml methanol and 100 ml distilled water through
the column. Sea water was again processed after the cleaning and the organics eluted. 
The eluted materials were chromatographed on the same column with a solvent of 80% 
methanol, 20% water. Analysis is continuing to separate and isolate the pigments from 
these fractions. 
The third approach to separating the organic solutes from the sea water was to 
cause them to precipitate by the addition of an alcohol. Prior to injection of a sea water 
sample on the column with a methanol/water solvent, a small sample was tested to 
determine whether inorganic salts would be precipitated on the column. Such an occur­
rence would very likely damage the column. It was found that some carbonates and a 
large portion of the organics were precipitated. Sea water samples were then mixed 
with two parts methanol for each part sea water and filtered. Visible and ultraviolet 
absorption spectra were recorded before and after precipitation. Because organic
material was being removed from the solution, further analysis was performed on the 
precipitate. Ethanol was also found to cause the formation of a precipitate, but not as 
much as caused by the methanol. 
The sea water samples that had been treated with methanol were injected on the 
reverse phase column after filtration. Both 365- and 254-nm detectors were used. The 
solvent system was 8:2 methanol/water. 
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Scattering Analysis 
Samples were taken at various stations in the coastal waters of Louisiana, 
The samples were analyzed with aMississippi and Florida as indicated in Table I. 
slightly modified Bryce-Phoenix light scattering photometer to measure the light scat-
The sample was illuminated by light from atered at 100 intervals from 200 to 1300. 
and 578 nm selected by appropriate fil­mercury lamp with emission lines at 436, 546, 
or perpendicular (r) to the ters. The illumination was polarized either parallel (1) 
The instrument had been calibrated using suspensions of polystyrenescattering plane. 
for which the volume scattering functions or polyvinyl toluene spheres of known radius, 
sea water samples were analyzedhad been calculated using Mie scattering theory. The 
with a Coulter counter to determine the particle size distribution and concentration. 
used for some of the samples, and 15 pm,Also, 50 4m and 200 pm aperture tubes were 
and 200 pm aperture tubes were used for later samples. Concentrations of pig­70 im, 
ments were also determined. 
Five classes of particleswas developed.A scattering model based on equation (6) 
were included, four of which are homogeneous and have refractive indices of 1. 
05, 
(relative to water) and a fifth particle that corresponds to Mueller's1. 075, 1. 15 and 1. 20 
The first two classes of particles are(1973) hypothetical three-layered diatom. They correspond
organic, having indices of refraction relative to air of 1. 40 and 1. 44. 





and have indices of refraction relative to air of 1. 54 and 1. 60. 
while others,have refractive indices near 1. 54,minerals, including silica and alumina, 
near 1. 60. The vacuole of the diatom wassuch as montmorillonite, have indices 
assigned a refractive index of 1. 05 (relative to water) and the frustule was assigned 
The problem of assigning a refractive1.064, based on data published in Lewin (1962). 
a complexindex to the pseudochloroplast is compounded by the fact that the index is 
the imaginary part of which varies greatly with wavelength. Mueller usednumber, 
published estimates of the concentration of chlorophyll-a and -c, carotenoids, and
 
as determined in vitro. For this
xanthophylls with their specific absorption spectra 
on cultures of several different diatomsin-vivo absorption measurementsmodel, 
(Farmer, 1977)* were used with the Mie scattering computation to determine, through 
an iterative least-squares error analysis, the wavelength-dependent values 
of the imag­
with the real part assumed to be 1. 05. Farmer mea­nary part of the refractive index, 
sured the absorbtivity of cultures of various types of phytoplankton using a Cary-IT 
spectrometer with a diffuser placed behind the sample cells of both the reference 
and 
sample beams. He therefore collected light that had been scattered in the 
forward 
Personal Communication*Farmer, Frank. 
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direction and measured as absorbance only the true absorbance and backscatterance. 
The radiative transfer equation can be adapted to compute the absorbtivity of the cell as 
A =P Qex P1 ~() +6 r(6) sin 6d8 
where A = In T, T is the transmissivity of the culture in reciprocal meters, P is the 
concentration of phytoplankton in cells/m 3 , P1 and Pr are the scattering functions for 
the individual cells computed using the three-layered spherical model and extended Mie 
scattering theory and a is the maximum angle for which scattered light is collected by 
the diffuser. Computing the chlorophyll-a content of the individual cell from the result­
1 0 ing refractive index yielded a value of 2 x i0 - - mg/cell, a value considerably less than 
1 to 50 x 10 - 9 expected for oceanic areas. The imaginary part of the refractive index 
of the pseudochloroplast was scaled to match Mueller's model at the long wavelength 
chlorophyll-a absorption peak (although it occurs at 667. 5 nm in his data and 680 nm in 
Farmert s) and at 600 nm. This gives a chlorophyll-a content of 10 - 9 rag/cell. Table HI 
lists the imaginary part of the refractive index of the pseudochloroplast at 20-nm inter­
vals from 380 to 700 am. 
Individual scattering functions were computed at 10 intervals for each of the homo­
geneous particle types for radii ranging from 0. 025 pm to 56. 750 pm, and for diatoms 
having radii ranging from 2 to 18.375 pm. Absorption cross sections were also com­
puted for the diatoms. Computations were made at wavelengths from 380 um to 700 un 
at 200-nm intervals. When data were required at other wavelengths, linear interpola­
tion was used. Two different size distribution forms are used. The distribution of the 
inorganics is assumed to be hyperbolic, as suggested by Bader (1970) for the entire 
family of marine particles. This distribution is expressed by the relation dP = P-YdD, 
where P is the population and D is the diameter. Because of the physical processes 
involved in the determination of particle size, the nature of the organic detrital material, 
and the fact that living organisms such as bacteria contribute to the number of organic 
particles, a peaked size distribution was selected for the unpigmented organic particles 
and the phytoplankton. Diermendjian (1969) suggests a modified gamma distribution of 








and DM is the mode diameter. 
-9 
TABLE H. PSEUDOCHLOROPLAST PROPERTIES
 
Wavelength, Imaginary part of 
























A computer program was written that relates the measured volume scattering func­
tion of sea water samples to the individual particle scattering through the scattering 
model. This program performs a least-squares error analysis to determine a series 
of parameters that define the population and size distribution of the model particles that 
give the best fit of the computed volume scattering function to the actual measurements. 
The technique is a combination of an algorithm that linearizes the fitting function and a 
gradient search algorithm. The former algorithm gives a rapid convergence to the 
solution from points already nearby, whereas the latter algorithm is ideally suited for 
approaching a minimum error from far away. The algorithm as described by Bevington 
(1969) was implemented for interactive use on the Univac 1108 Demand Terminal System 
of the Marshall Space Flight Center at the Slidell Computer Complex. 
In-situ volume scattering measurements published by Kullenberg (1968) were 
analyzed using this technique. The beta-meter measurements made in the Sargasso Sea 
were the first processed. After completing analysis of these data, in-vitro measure­
ments made by EEL were processed. These data represent a wide variety of marine 
conditions in the Gulf of Mexico, from the clear blue water offshore to the turbid waters 
of coastal estuaries. 
Upwelling Light Spectrum 
A modified United Detector Technology speotroradiometer was used to measure 
the spectrum of upwelling and downwelling radiation in the water column. It was coh­
figured to measure upwelling radiance from a solid angle of approximately 0. 154 ster­
adians and downwelling irradiance from the entire hemisphere using a cosine collector. 
Data were collected at the locations listed in Table I, coordinated with the other samp­
ling efforts. The spectra were measured just beneath the surface, at 1/3, 2/3 and 1 
secchi depth continuously for 1 minute and then averaged. The radiance or irradiance 
values differing from the mean at each wavelength by more than two standard deviations 
were discarded to eliminate problems resulting from focusing by waves, a phenomenon 
that could distort the shape of the spectra. The calibrated data were sampled at 20-nm 
intervals and entered into a data base of spectra. 
The radiative transfer model was implemented on a Univac 1108 computer. Equa­
tion (3) was integrated, yielding 
1
N (z) E 2 Z j27r,(,) [Tl8r( ) + Tr]()ZZR(6) 1 0 
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and Cs is the absorbance and backscattering of particulates, y and G are, respectively, 
the specific absorbance and concentration of Gelbstoffe, and Cw is the absorbance of 
pure water as published by Morel and Prieur (1977). Further, R is the responsivity of 
the instrument as a function of zenith angle, and the other terms are as defined earlier. 
The refractive index of the medium does not appear because all of the radiometer optics 
are behind a glass flat in air, so the radiance measurement is in air. The field of view 
is, however, corrected for the change of refraction index. 
The radiative transfer equation was formulated in terms of the same particle size 
distribution functions and individual particle scattering properties used in the volume 
scattering function analysis, with the additional Gelbstoffe concentration for use in a 
least-square error analysis of upwelling radiance. The computer program was written 
in such a manner that upwelling radiance was assumed to originate in a uniform infinite­
ly deep sea or from a finite uniform layer. For the latter case, the program subtracts 
from the measurement of upwelling radiance at the top of the layer the upwelling radi­
ance measured at the bottom of the layer, corrected for attenuation using Beer's law, 
and the diffuse attenuation coefficient computed from the quasi-single scattering approx­
imation. The program computes the distribution parameters and concentrations for 
each of the five particle types and the concentration of Gelbstoffe that results in the best 
match between the computed and measured upwelling light spectra. Because good values 
for the specific absorbance of Gelbstoffe were not available, most of the spectral anal­
yses were performed with the absorbance of the filtered sea water from the surface at 
Station 12. Therefore, the concentrations of Gelbstoffe reported in the results section 
of this report are, in fact, the concentration relative to Station 12. This assumes that 
the absorption spectrum is uniform, although it is quite possible that the continuing 
analysis of the dissolved organics will reveal multiple pigments (with different absorp­
tion spectra) appearing in varying proportions. 
RESULTS 
Absorption 
The concentration of organic matter in the various sea water samples which were 
extracted with ethyl acetate ranged from 0.33 to 2.35 mg/l, assuming constant extrac­
12 
tion efficiency. The lowest values were found in the offshore waters of the Gulf of 
Mexico while the higher concentrations were found in the Mississippi Sound. The ab­
sorption spectra of the extracts were all very similar, with exponentially increasing 
absorption at shorter wavelengths. Absorption is negligible from 700 to about 580 nm, 
at which point it begins to rise exponentially to 360 nm, the limit of analysis performed 
on most samples. Only one peak was observed in the visible absorption spectrum of any
of the samples; and that sample is believed to have been contaminated. 
It appears that an important component is being lost during the process of evaporat­
ing the solvent used to extract the organics. The solvent collected in the cold trap was 
consistently colored yellow; however, it has not been determined whether the colored 
compounds were cohtamination from the evaporator system or were actually being evap­
orated from the extract, although extensive cleaning of the system did not eliminate the 
substance. 
Thin-layer chromatography was used for preliminary analysis of the extract. The 
best separations on thin-layer plates were achieved with silica gel having no fluorescent 
indicator and near neutral pH. With a 6:2:1-butanol/acetic-acid/water solvent system,
three spots were resolved over a continuous streak of material. With a 7:3 acetone/ 
water solvent,, three distinct spots were found. Good separations were also obtained 
with silicic acid instant thin-layer medium. The silicic acid is embeded in a fibrous 
glass support with no binders. Three or four spots were formed by developing with 
pure ethanol, 1:1 chloroform/methanol and 9:1 acetone/water. In general, it appeared 
that there were four classes of compounds, all of which Were basic or neutral.' Although
it appears that there are some nonpolar components, the greatest portion having visible 
absorption is polhr. 
The results, of the liquid partition chromatography were negative, in that it was 
impossible to clearly separate the components which absorbed in the visible portion of 
the spectrum. Using a solvent system of 9:1 acetone/water, there was virtually no 
movement of the sample on the column, but when the solvent was changed to 8:2 acetone/ 
water, the sample appeared to separate into two components. After most of the sample 
was taken off the column, the absorbance of the material being eluted began to increase, 
but no distinct band of material could be identified. Serious trailing of the sample on 
the column thus prevented a clear separation of visible absorbing components. This is 
consistent with the report by Copin et al. (1971) that with various absorbants and solvent 
systems, he found only smears on the thin layer plates when working with the pigment 
found dissolved in the sea water. 
The high-pressure liquid chromatographic technique offered more promising results. 
The detector, operating at 254 nm, indicated that as many as 24 components may be 
separated from the extract. One particular sample had 20 components indicated by the 
254-nm detector, but only three or possibly four indicated by the 365-nm detector. The 
refractive index indicator consistently showed two or three components. 
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Because the visible absorption of the extract appears to be the result of the fringe 
of ultraviolet absorption bands, the detector operating at 365 nm, which is very close to 
the visible, will indicate the compounds of greatest interest to this investigation. With 
strong absorption at 365 nm, a compound would probably have some absorption in the 
visible portion of the spectrum. The 365-nm detector indicates that trailing is present 
even with this high-pressure reverse-phase chromatographic technique. It does appear, 
however, that these components, which are the true yellow substances, may be sepa­
rated from most of the non-pigment components using this technique. 
Separations performed on extracts from four samples were very consistent. Based 
on retention time, six components common to all four samples were identified. The 
relative proportions of these components appear to vary significantly from sample to 
sample and they may not be pure compounds, but groups of closely related substances. 
The separations performed on the sea water itself showed two clearly defined but 
not totally resolved components followed by a trail similar to that observed with the 
extract at 365 nm. The sample had components that were detected by the 365-nm detec­
tor at 4. 9 and 5.1 minutes, whereas the extract had one or more components at about 
3. 8 minutes and at 5. 0 minutes. The later component was not completely resolved from 
the former and may have been composed of two substances, and the retention time by 
the column for the two samples are within the accuracy of the experiment. Thus, one 
may conclude that one of the components which contributes to the visible absorption of 
the sea water was not precipitated (the 5-minute component), while the extract contained 
an additional component, apparently in significant concentration, that was removed from 
the sea water by the precipitation. 
Scattering 
The results of selected analyses of the volume scattering function measurements are 
These graphs show the measured volumepresented in graphical form in Appendix A. 
scattering function as points and the best-fit predicted theoretical scattering function as 
are shown on the same graph for the samples pro­continuouslines. Both polarizations 
cessed at ERL, whereas only the unpolarized measurements were available for the 
Sargasso Sea data taken from the literature and hence only unpolarized data are shown. 
in general, the agreement between the best-fit model prediction and the measure-
The prediction for the Sargasso Sea data is within the experimentalments is quite good. 
error for the measurements, and the predictions for the data taken by ERL are generally 
near the estimated experimental error, The predicted curves for some data sets are 
not as smooth and regular as the measurements, indicating that, although the error in 
the fitting is not great, there is a basic discrepancy in the analysis. The analyses of 
Stations 43 and 44 are good examples of this problem. The greatest difficulty. in the 
curve fitting process seems to be in matching the computed curve with the measure­
ments at angles greater than 110 ° (in the backscattering direction). It appears that the 
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irregularities in the shapes of the computed curves arise from attempting to match the 
backscattering curves, as much greater regularity results from discounting the error 
due to the backscattering points. It should be observed that some irregularities do 
appear in the measurements themselves. For example, the Station 9 data have a local 
maximum at about 1000, a maximum that is matched in the predicted curve. This can 
also be noted in the data from Station 13. 
The true test of the analysis is the comparison of the predicted particle size distri­
butions with those measured with the Coulter counter. Appendix B contains the graphical 
comparisons between the Coulter counter measurements (the points) and the predicted 
distributions (the continuous lines). It can be seen that some show excellent agreement 
over many orders of magnitude while others are not very good. 
The inconsistency results, it is believed, from the fact that it is very difficult to 
identify the true minimum in the error function defined by the deviation between the pre­
diction and the measurements of the volume scattering function and to distinguish it from 
the many local minima that exist in the error function. The computer program requires 
a first estimate of the concentrations of each particle type and their distribution para­
meters. A good estimate results in rapid convergence to the minimum, whereas a poor 
estimate leaves the analysis wandering among local minima in the error function. 
Experience in working with the data results in improved estimation of the starting 
values, but with the work reported here being completed on a tightly limited schedule, 
full advantage could not be taken of this learning process. Experimentation with various 
combinations of starting parameters could not be extensive, and similar starting values, 
with few exceptions, were used for all samples processed. This undoubtedly biased the 
analysis results, preventing the computer program from finding the truly optimum dis­
tributions. 
Another factor that must be considered in explaining the error is the limitation of 
the theoretical scattering calculations to spherical particles of only five refractive 
indices. Simulation of scattering by distributions of particles of varying refractive 
index showed that features such as a local maximum in the backcattering direction 
shifted as the refractive index changed. Failure to match perfectly this feature in the 
Station 9 data probably results from a slight mismatch in the predicted and actual index 
of refraction of the dominant particle types. The less-than-desirable match between 
prediction and measurement at angles greater than 1100 may result from the require­
ment for the initial calculations of individual particle scattering properties that all 
particles be spherical. 
Upwelling Spectrum 
The results of the least-squares-error analysis of the radiative transfer model with 
the measurements of upwelling light spectra are presented in graphical form in Appendix 
C. Agreement in general is quite good, with the predicted maximum usually falling at 
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the same wavelength as the measured maximum. Prediction and measurement are 
closest in the range of 460 to 640 mn, probably the most important range for remote 
sensing applications. 
Problems occur in the short wavelength region of the spectrum, below 460, and 
between 660 and 680 am. It is believed the former problem results from not having'the 
proper absorption spectrum for the dissolved organic pigments. This hypothesis could 
be tested when the final result of the Gelbstoffe analysis is available. The second prob­
lem, in the red region of the spectrum, is apparent only in some very clear water data 
sets. It appears that fluorescence of chlorophyll in the suspended phytoplankton causes 
shorter wavelength radiation to be converted to the long wavelength radiation. This is 
most obvious at Station 9, where the transmissivity at 436 am was 95% per meter and 
the Secchi extinction depth was 26 meters. The radiative transfer model as implement­
ed does not include fluorescence, but could be easily modified to incorporate the effects 
of chlorophyll fluorescence if the requisite efficiency factors were available. 
A further problem is evident when the theoretical diffuse attenuation coefficient is 
plotted as a function of wavelength with the experimehtal values determined from the 
downwelling irradiance spectra measured at sea (Appendix D). Although agreement is 
good on some measurements, the theoretical attenuation curve is higher than the mea­
sured curve. This is consistent with the comparison of the predicted particle size dis­
tributions with the Coulter counter measurements (Appendix E). The predicted curves 
are generally an order of magnitude higher than the measurements. The problem may 
be related to the problem noted with the agreement between the predicted and measured 
volume scattering functions in the backward direction. In the discussion of the scatter­
ing analysis, it was noted that the predicted curve was lower than the measurements at 
1200 and beyond. With the upwelling radiance originating in backscattering, underesti­
mation of individual particle backscattering would require an overestimation of the 
particle concentration. This, in turn, would explain the increased attenuation across 
the spectrum and the disagreement with the Coulter counter measurements. 
Another factor that should be considered is the time that elapsed between the in-situ 
spectral measurements and the Coulter counter measurements that were made in the 
laboratory days after the sample collection. It is commonly agreed that the particle 
size distribution is seriously affected by the sampling process and by storage. 
It should be noted here that only a very limited period of time was available for 
working with the radiative transfer model after the computer program appeared to 
begin functioning. During that time, several errors were found in the implementation 
of the model. It is therefore possible that computer programming errors may still 
exist in the software and therefore the results of the data analyses may not-yet repre­
sent a true demonstration of the theoretical model. 
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CONCLUSION 
The results of the application of the volume scattering function model to the data 
collected in the Gulf of Mexico and its environs indicate that one can reasonably predict
the size distribution of the concentrations of particles found in the sea from measure­
ments of the volume scattering function. Furthermore,- with the volume scattering func­
tion model and knowledge of the absorption spectra of dissolved pigments,- the radiative 
transfer model can compute a distribution of particle sizes and indices of refraction and 
concentration of dissolved pigments that give an upwelling light spectrum that closely 
matches measurements of that spectrum at sea. There appears to be a systematic
deviation between the concentration of particles required to give the model predicted 
spectrum and the concentration actually measured from samples taken at the location 
and time of the spectral measurements. However, because the error appears system­
atic, the model calculations could be calibrated to permit accurate computation of the 
sea water constituents from the upwelling light spectrum. 
National Space Technology Laboratories 
National Aeronautics and Space Administration 
NSTL Station, Mississippi 39529 November 13, 1979 
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GAHIA 2.92 6.00 0.36 0.50 0.70 
L STATION 54 DEPTH 40 HIERS 




















CH1,0X E -0 
IO 





















90.7 0 t10 2010 1010 1010 1010 610 7I/ 86 



















.X = + 

























X 138-3 07/22/77, 9 SURFACE 1607 I0 50 .50 1.000 
POPULATION 
INORON I INORON PL FRG Z0, 
I.547XIO 13 1.645XIO14 7.662X1l 
DIATOM 01 
6.338Xo10 
MODE DIAM 0 00 0.00 0 25 2o.00 
L LPHA 0.00 0.00 6 00 6.00 





N0J !.X1O41 ; 
... . --ML,_ ! ! 1-. It t 




STATrION II SURFACE 
MISSION DAIE STATION SAHP NU TIHE NUMtTRIALS 'TUBE APER 
a I3M-4 09/10/77 II SURFACE 15I49 10 200 
X 138-4 09/18/77 11 SURFACE 1549 10 50 
INO5N OR N 1, Pl. FRO PL FRO DIAT0M(}
POPULATION 6.395X100 1.103X10 2.345x10 3 9.736X100 1.594xI00 
MODE DIAH 0.00 0.00 0.19 1.50 12.42 


















STATION 11 DEPTH 3 HETERS 
fIISSION DATE STATION 
d 10-'. 09/19/17 1I 





















MODE ClAM 0.00 
































3 IXIO* 1 S A 
I.XIO 10 
IX O"1 X - I.XlO 
+ 0 I,xIO I xtO * 
DIAKEIER IHICRONSI 
STATION 12 SURFACE 
MISSION DATE STATION SAWl NumJ TIME NUM TRIALS TU13EAPER TEST VOL CONC 
a. 138-4 091G9/77 lB SURrACE 10 200 2.00 1.000 
X 138-4 09/u18/7 12 SURrACC 10 50 .50 1.000 
INORCN INORGN PL FRG I L FRG ? DIATOMHQ 7 
POPLIATION 9.413XtO 14 6.953X20 6456X10 0.045Xl0 06 3.230XI0 
HODE DIAN O.Qo 0.00 ,9 1.50 15.00 
0ALPHA 0.00 0.00 600 6.UO 6.00 
6.00 2.95 0.29 0.40 0 70 
Ii " 
K3 
IIOX I I 
I I I I I1 
. 
STTO 12 DEPIiTH METER 
INAGIIINRtN 
POUA IO 9.4XIO 1 .93I 
MIAH015.00 





IIIPIIRO?06 D TO 
5 1 3.30)1647.XO 




6.0 6.00 00 .0 
t 1 .00 12 0 





















cd0 utI o*I I 
DIAMETER CIIICRONSI 
STATION 13 SJRFACE 
MISSION DATE STATION SARNM TIME NiA TRIALS TUBEAPER TEST VOL CONC 
a 1ZS-4 09/19/77 13 sunrACE 3920 10 200 2.00 1.000 
XC 138-4 09/18/77 23 SURFACE 1920 10 so .50 1.000 
INORON 12 INORON 124 FR. Oa Pt.FRO DIATO% 
A 3.083X10 .314X10 8.399XIG. 9.83e2 


















13 1 \l 
U I.XIO'1OC- -- -..--.---
M.XIO00 
I.XIO +0 6  -
4.XI--.. ,X.. - 0 1  .X...A 
-tt 
DAHCTER tHICRONS) 
STAT[ON 43 SU.JFACE 
HISSICI DATE STATION SAMP NUMt TIME NUM TRIALS TUBE APER 
a 132-0 I AUG 78 43 C.URr'ACE 2042 0 2OO 
X 122-9 14 AUG 70 43 SURFACE 2042 to 70 
0 130- 14 AUG 78 43 SURFACE 2042 10 is 
INORGN 1,2 INORGN PL FRO I PL FRO q DIATO4% 8POPULATION i,[b3PLO 4.03,XI1 1.701XI1' 2 I, ?IXIO 09 I 54ZXID 
MODE ClAM a 00 0 00 0,20 1 50 9.25 
L-LPHA' 000 0.00 6 00 6 Do 5 00 













I,X1O __ __ 
































































0.00 0.20 0.00 6.00 




















X - 4 AUG 70X IO I X I o1 07 I6, .I5 1., 
1 
DIAMETER (MICRONS) 
STATION 43 'DEPTH 7 METERS 
MISSION DATE STATION SAMP NUM TIME NUM TRIALS TUBE APER TEST VOL CONC 
a 139-9 14 AUG 70 43 30 FT 2126 to i?00 2.00 1.000 
X 1311-9 14 AUG 78 43 30 rT 2126 to 70 .50 1.000 























































15 AUG 79 















INORGN INORCN P- FRG PL FRO DIATOM 
POPULATION 7.144[1(1 2.220XIJI4 3.3561(10 9 833X10 6O5776XI107 
NODE DR 0.00 0.00 0.20 1.50 1.07 
-. 
A~LLPHAAM2.76 0.00 0.006.00 6.000.25 6.000.40 8.000.70 
co F'
 






- -.14 ,X O I- - - - - - - .- - -








MISSION DATE STATION SAMP MUM TIME NUM TRIALS 
0 139-0 15 AU187 44 IS Fr 1455 I0 
X 133-9 I5 AUG 78 '4 Is FT 1455 10 
0 ISO-8 I5 AUG 76 '44 is rT 1455 10 
INORGN4 INORON PL FRg PL PRG Jo DIAT0MG0 
POPULATION 6.0I (10 LSG2XIO 2.834X10 9 6§SXI0 1.2961(1 
MODENIAM 0.00 0.00 0.20 1.Sal 10.43 
ALPHA 0.00 0.00 6.00 8.00-00 















I .XIO* 15 
JI ill-

R I ,l 




- - ­ 02 
N== 
. XIO*OS 
. . . . 
I -"i- - -_) 
IIl l0* 
I I IXI[' I x1[O I 
III.] "#-#-i'J 
I .XIO+ 0 5 









DEPTH e1 METERS 
DATE STATION 
15 AUG 78 4-
15 AUG 78 4q 







































































M1*IOO DAT ST T O SAM MU TIR NU R A S T BiPE E T V L 
IC 3 549 NOURFA70E 
o 13B 9 IaOV 79 -N SURFACE 1715 ID 
INORON 113 rINOAGNqH PL FRG 112 Ft FRO 110 OIATOM OPOPULATION b319Xt0 I.'95X10 I.I02Xi IOOIOI1,302.O 
MODE CIA" 0.00 0 00 0.50 .0R2.4 
4 ALPHA 0.00 0.00 9.00 6.00 10,3A.2A.21 6.00 0 38 0.50 0.70 






II , I IXG* 
CIANCTER Il'IlCRONSJ 
STATION 54 SURFACE 
NISSION OATE STATION SAM? NUNt TIME N'UNTRIALS TUBE APER TEST VOL CONG 
O] 138,9.. 12 NOV '78 54, SURFACE 1716 20 200 2.00 .250 
X 3]8-9 12P.NOVt78 54 SURFACE 1715 IC '70 .5O .250. 
0 ]38-9 12NOV76 
IORN 11 NORNP6PtLATION I 004X10 t298XI0 . 
54 SURFACE 1715 
PL.FRO , L FRO3.BXtO IlOIXIG 
20 
DIATOH~ 0 8.2N8X10 
15 .02 .100 
ODE OIAM O 0.0 000 0.50 1.0 1 .50 
LPA I. 0090D6.00 0.00 6000.36 6000.50 6000.70 
LID 
X10 13, 
I ~~ J iJ li 
! .XI. . - # 
1,X ID11-N 7'7700 
N 
U 1 ,0410J 
0 
I I IxIa 
STATIO 5'. DP h I[METER 
ME 01 00.0020.X00..0 I_ S0 
I .000 6 0 0! 00 0I x I I*XlO bT]1 I.)lto' 
DIAMETER IMICRONS) 
STATION 54 DEPT[H 15 METERS 
ti[SsON DATE SATION SAP NUM TIME UMf TRIALS TUBE APER 
D 13D-9 ]a NOV 7B 54 49 1715 I0 200 
x 1 13-9 12 NOV 78 54 is9 1715 to 70 
0 13e 9 12 NOV 78 64 49 1715 to 15 





6.1,2XlO IO [.O95xL( u00 5DDXIO4 
0 7 
MODE DIAH O 00 0.00 0,25 [.50 18 013 










I .XIO t 8 
I.X104 
15 
.- ---- i-­ ---- - -
I.XIO4 14 




















,XIO" I. ,O 
0 
I IXK O'*, I .XiO, 
DIAMEIR If[CRONS) 
STATION 54 DEPTH 25 METERS 
MISSION DATE STATION SAM? NUN - TINE HUM TRIALS TUBE APER TEST VOL CONE 





13 NOV 78 















INORON Ila IORON qI4 PL FRO og PL FRG 9 DIATOM1208 
POPULATION 6.SX9jXO i.S95XIO 4 567XtO 1.485XIO , 1,42BXIO9 
MODE DIAM 0.00 0.00 0.25 1.50 14.86 
ALPHA 
LA2.9 














C:I U' I' 0I 
0 0 
1 -­
-I-x i o 

DIAMETER IIIJCAVNSI 










13 NOV lb 
13 NOV 78 

















































LCMA 2.92 6.011 0.36 0.50 0.70 
10 I 'X I s 1/Ililto . -.-__ ___~i -. _.:1 ._ _ - ___+_ - .. + . ! -t -I I 
.... __.r..~~~~: z z t: ,..t_____,[..... . ... . . __ __....
 
: I t,.t I ' I H4 
I+10, .x, 

-- ",. . -- <-- - z.....-.. I- - -I+ ,-*l---'-- --"- .. i- -" ­
-... __





----. J -- -- '-T .... - -----------------
i 41- - - -- .. "1.. .. "" . -. .. "'-"--I, , "' .. ++:+ 

i.X *16 . . .' ~ .I . . HL... -- - - - _-­. II.L.14= ----­.... .i .. ....... 4 J I 
,. I I 1/-10101 __ I!. I -I-xl-_-I 
I×tnO e 6 I I I I"J L. J. '17 j K++ifI ; .. I t 1'' l. ! 






POUINO I 1'O 2111 PL FRO I10 PL FRO 2 0 ',_D.
Io 0 ATO 07 
PNRON I..... 0 .. .... ...... .. .. ... -, .
 
MODE WIAM a 00 0.00 P.10 I0 0 00 























IXIo0+Oo7 -­ -" X-
lX IO- .XIO 
-
I *X 0 * I XIO + 
DIAMETER iICRON5) 
57ATICN 8 {FROM UPHELL]NG SPECTRUM 
MISSION DATE STATION SAMP NU TIME NUM TRIALS TUBE APER TEST VOL 
139-3 07/21/77 a SURFACE 1418 10 ZOO R.00 
X 139-3 07/21177 8 SURFACE 1418 9 50 .50 
INOl.,, INORON PL FRO 1 PL FPO OIA1OM 09 POPULATION o.87.XI14 ..6441, O]8.77X 10 l 2.372X(, 4.843Io10 
MODE DIAM 0.00 0.00 0.23 1.37 Ill.1 










I.0x o -3(103 
i i 
U I .UpC 
m 
IAIO0 "" I I 
Ii-I 


















IAV£L h0X1H0 __ I 
H SQUARE I.60X10 "0 
ItN0RGN I INORONl 2 
POPRLATIWJ 6.SG9I(10 * 0' I.0343(I0 O 
lODAC01ln 
ALPHAA 
GAIA 4.94 2.75 
L ALJ TiTLE- STA7ION 
A 
DEPTHSt13 IRRAD 
PL F'RG I P. FRO 2 
I.060X10 *0 3,Z621X10 * 01 
0.23 1.37/ 
6 00 ,6.00 
0.21 0.50 
0,00, RAO TOP 0.00. PAD GOT 
O1ATOIS GELOSIOF" 


















CHIIS0$JARE.s 3 85X1C-0 4  CCPTHSIHI IRRA] 7.6a. RAO TOP 7.s, IWIHITELY CtP SEA ASSt*fQ 
INORON I INDRON e Pl. FRO I Pt. ric a DIATOMIS OCLOSTOf 
POPULATION 5.771X10*03 I.O79K10404 5.628X10, 01 2.464X10'02 6.627X10-02 3.2a7X1& 01l 
MiODE DlAn 1.0 0.50 50 
ALP$A 0.00 6.00 6.00 
GAMMA 3,3 1.00 0.40 0.40 0.70 












400 410 420 430 440450 460 470 480 490 5005 10 520 530 540 50 560 5 0 500 590 600 610 620630 6' 0 650 66706 O 10 
4AVELENM3H (N II 
4
SQUARE -345XI1 0 DPTFS(Mi 1R:A) 7.62., RAD TOP P.62, INFINITELY DEP SEA ASVt*ED 
INORON I INORON a PL.FRO I PL FRO Z DIATOMS GELBS IF 
CHI 

003 0, "00 4 I *02 2 POPULATION 5.771X1O 1.079Xi0 4 5.68XI1 2. 64X 6.627fl-0 3.227XI10 
0 
MODE DIAX 1.00 0.50 10.00
 
ALPHA 6.00 6.00 6.00
 
GAMMA 3.23 7.00 0.40 
 GO 0.70 





















CH-I SWAP! - 0.11M1 
0 5  JMFiICLY o6U~ SEA l'sOOacE)(5ao 
e FRO PL DIATOMS[M4ORONI mNORON PL I FRG 2 OEL8STOF 
POPUL.ATION 3.4%3X1O0" 3.gi3XIOoe 3.6793(10+02 I.6753dd11 l 2.517x1002 a 2.774Xto001 
MODE DIAM 0.23 1.37 1i.ine. 0.00 
ALPHA 6.00 	 6.00 &,00.00
 
0
GMMA 4.94 3.00 0.21 0 50 o.5T 0.00
 
L RUN TITLE- STATION 	 9 
A -
I.OXIO~ o 
-- - -- --
- - -
%40 5056 7080590 660 6 6 640850661068907040404204304404604604704804905905102530 
IIAVrLrNOTH CNN) 
"05 
-9.77X10C' I S-UARE 
PL fRa I t RO a DIATOM GELOSTOF
F140R0 I INORON 2 

04 *02 02 0 0 2 02
 
POPULAIION 3.4'3X0
 3.9I3XtO 3.619x10* I.678X10 1 51fl10" 2.774X10"






























40O0410 420 t430 440 t450 t460 470I 40O0490 500 5ilUO 50 40O 550 










8 9 0 
CH I SGOJARE 1.3 aXI0 - 0 e4 D PTHS H W I R ,AD 0 . 1, RA OTOP 0 ,.l1 ,RA D601 3 65 
INOREN I INORON a, PL FRO I PL FRO .2 DIATOMS 6ELBSTOF 
POPLILATION 2.416xt0o ' 0 3 3.047'XIO' 0 2 2.StoxlOc*03 tl"19XIO -0 1 i,=456×10 00 3.385X10'00 
MODE DIAM 01 19 1.50 RO.0 
ALPHA 5.00 6.00 6,00 
GAMMHA 2.61 6.00 0.,?. 0.30 0.7/0 
L RUN TITLE- STATION 11 













400 4'iao G430 4404'50460470400 49 ,050 510 530 40 550G60t5"05 9060O I06,0 630 6 6060660670580590700 
WAVELENQIH (NM) 
CHI SQUARE 2 ,32Xj0 " 't DCPTHS(II IRRAD 0.91, RAD 7OP 0.91 . RAI) 1OT 3.65 
INORON I INORON 2 Pl. FRO I PL FRO 2 ' DIATOMS GELBSTOF 
POPULATION a..416XIO003 3.0W7XIUO'0 2.51Ox0 *03 4.719X10 -0 1 1.459XIO'o0 3.3B5XIO0' 
MODE DIAM 0 19 1.50 aooo 
ALPHA 6.00 6.00 6.00 
GAMMA 2.61 6.00 O.E9 0.30 . 070 









CHI SQUARE - I.31K10' 0 4  OCPTHSIHI mRRAD' 0.91., RAD TOP 0.91 , INFIN17ELY DEEP SEA A55UIED 
INORGN I INORON 2 Pt.F13GI PtLFRO 2 DIATOMS GELASTOF 
3 2 0 1 1 00  
POPILATJON 2.47010*0O 8,6$2axI0) 2,200Xi0* 4,6tOxIO0 I.565XI0 3.476X10*00 
BODE DrAI1 0.19 1.50 20.00 
ALPHA 8.00 6.00 8.00
 
GAMflA .S1 6.00 0.29 0.3O 0.10
 
RUN TITLE- STATION 11 L 










40q0410 420 430 41$)40 1O460 '3G5205 30 540 550 50470 460 U '6 M'OG 570560 590600D610 6.20 630 640 650 660 sir LO0 690 '700 
IJAVELENGTH CMII! 
CHIISCUAAE -*1,31XI10' 0£PTHSCHI I RAO 0.9). AAO TOP 0.91, Hi NiTELV DEEP SEA ASUCO 
ImORON I mNORON Pt. PL FRG 2, DIATOMS oa0£Lstor2 FAG I 
0 3 *0  21 *0 0 POPU±ATION 2.4"/0XIO 2.532X10 "02 7,200X10 4,.6I00 1.565X0 3476X1O0 0 0 
tIODE DIAM 0.19 !I.50 20.00
 
ALPHIA 6.00 6.00 6.00
 
OAHHA 26 1 6.00 0.29 0.30 0.*V0
 










C " E 
0I.OXI0 
04.X0 4D2 430 '$40 k50 480 470 480 490 500 510 52D 530 5'O 550 560 510 580 590 600 610 6206830 649 650 W6870 60 890 700 
WAVEENTH (tN1I 
0 5  CHIISOUARE*a.18X10 DCP7HSIM) I AbA 0.91. PAD lOP 0.91 . RAD 1301 2.13
 
INCRG" I INVlq0N a Pt. FAG I Pt m 2 OIATC$IS 0EL8STCF
 
PPtLxATIc*N 3.z68nIO 02 a 5.349XtI0 02 G*664xtO~Oa 3.4681(10*00 £.933XI, 0 1 I.061XIO* 00 
MODEDRAM 0. 29 1.51 15.00 
ALPMA 6.00 6.00 6.00 
OAWA 6.00 2.85 0.29 0.40 0.70 
RUN 1ITLC- STATION 12 
'" O-
I, 0 3  UI
 
R 




400 4Q'e43445040 470 400 490 500I050105506 0960610 60630 640 60 66O6068 EO57 

CHIi SO4JARC- 11X10-05  CPtHIfli jRfiAO a.13. RAD ice 2.13, RAD 0 '4.26 
MRNI ZtCRGU 2 Pt. FRO I Pl.P'RO a OIATCMS GEL0STOF 
0 0 132 0POPMATION 3.413K1O0 2 9.596X200 ' 6.723X[0*0 2 g.6'.4X!0 o i.379X0 f a.0$3xio~o
KO&C OFAM 0.29 1.61 15.00 
ALPHA 6.00 6.00 6.00 
).-A GAMMA 6.00 2.85 0.29 0.40 0.70 
0 RU\ TITLE- STATION t2 












I .oxtO "0 4 ~ 
I4AVELCNOIH 11*11 
CHI SWUARE- L1XIO"0 5 I&PlSItHj lAlRAD 2,13. RAO TOP 2.13. flkb 80? 4.26 
U~ORGNI t INIftO$J2 Pt. FO t Pt FO 2. DIATOMS GELOBSTO$" 
POtATION S.t41310 0 1 9.596K1O0 2 8.iaix10 2' iL4 lo0OO 2.3,79x10-0 1 ,.033l(I0"00 
hIO(tClAM 0,9 I.ZI 15.00 
ALPHA 6.00 6.00 6,00 
GAMMA 6.00L L-TITLE- STATIO- .8 5 0o .'....'''' o,40 '0.7"0 - - -
. . . .
 
















400 410 420 1030 440 45~0 450 470 1,0G 490 500 510 520 530 54rs 50 55 570 DORMe 6000 6 0 £-30 640 660 610 600 6i0 700 
W4AVELENGTH lIM) 
CHI SOIJARE *3.52X20 0 s /AD DEPIHSIKI IRRAD a,13. TOP Z.13, IWINIILL DEP SEA ASSINtO
 
INCINN I ImORON a P. FRO0I P1.FRO a DIATOM GELOSTDF
 
02 0
POPULATION t.935X10 03 9.764X10 02 taomxmo 2.liox0 a. n'.4XIO0 
MM~ UTAH 0.29 2.51 15.00 
ALPHA 6.00 6.00 6.00 





-- - -i--ox--io--* 
-­











" 05  CHI SWARE -3.52XO DCPTqSINI IRRAD 8 13. RAD TOP 2.13, ININITELY DEEP SEA ASStItEO 
INODRN I INORO#N Pt FRO I P. FRO 2 DIATOMS GELBSTCF 
PO0PI.AtIN .935X10 *03 9.76X0j02 7.IOIYXIO 02 0O0 1.qx1XQ* 2a.38X1-01 .79X0' 00 
MODE ClAN 0.29 1.51 15.00 
ALPHA 6.00 6.00 6.00
 
GAMMA 6.00 2.8 0.29 0.40 0.70
 











400140404 6 7 9 9 0 af~ 5Z0 530 540 660 660 570 WO0 690 600 610 820 630 640 
-
5650 670690 690 700 
w 
CHI SOIJARE *2I.19X 0 605 j$I17T ELY06E?Og e A ( Frton I/AoreE 
mNORGNI INORON 2 PL tRG I PL PRO 2 OIATOMS GELBSTOC 
POPULATION 3.945X10 02 3,063X1O0' 3M6'XIQ*Oa 8.399X3O0
0 $.267X10-02 7.777XI0-01 
MODE Of Al 0.47 1.51 iS. eDo 0.00 
ALP14A 6.00 5.00 &,.to 0.00 
GAHlA 2.99 7.00 0.37 0.60 0 .go 0.00 
RUN TITLE- STATION 13L 
r U-----------------------







LO2410U40W4!0 '430 440'450 '460 4704004906052D ii 660505 Of 580 590 600 61OW0~a630 640 M60 a 6806900 
CHI S0WR -3.IOXI&' 0 4 OEPTHSIfl) IRRAD 0.9!, RAS TOP 0.92, RAD S0T 10.97
 
INDRON I INORrN a Pt.FRO I Pt.FR~OE DIATOMIS OELSSTOE
 
POPLATION 2.05OXIO 02 4..onuoO*04 I.1a6X200 2 a I.220X10' 01 2.543XIO- 02 7.56VX2O0'1 
MlODE DIAN 0.20 2.50 9125 
ALPHA 6.00 6.00 6.00 
OAHHA 2.95 6.00 0.32 0.40 0.70 
RNM TITLE- STATION '43 ... FLORlIDA COASTAL WATERS 













PWAIO 2.08KI*0 4.3xi" 1.-67J0*0 lZI-I153XOO .6XO 
46i 10 6.0 0 o .O 0.40 0., 
t,4AVELENGTH i1"li 
all SWIUAIE = 3 .10OflO
-0t OEIPTHS{HI ZM:AU OA, lAD TOP 0.91, *RAD SOT 20.97 
IhtOSON I ThORON a P RO I Pt. PRO a DIATOMS GEIBSTOF " 
PPULATI tA a.058x10 02a 4+03ax1060" 1,706x<10402 t.aeOXIOt 3 1 l.t3xjO"0? 7.§67X10 0O1 
1'00£ DIAH o.e0 1.50 9.85 
ALPHA 6.00 6.00 6.00 
GAJ*'IA 2.65 8.00 0.39 0.40 0.70 











_ i i ict 
06 I. ~0K1 _ 
"00 410 420 430 440 450 460 470 40 490 U00 ,iO0 §,30305t40 559 50 570 500 590 600 60 620 00 640 650 O60 670 190 690 7.30 
WAVELENGTH (M) 
0 5  CHI SOUARE - 4.5flOD D.PTHSH2 IRRAD 0.91, RAD TOP 0.91. RAD BOT 10.97 
INORON I INORGN 2 FL PRO I PL. FRG 2 DIATOMS GELSSTOF 
PoftLATION I.042X1O03 3.583Xi0 04 2.6A8X!O+ 8 4.547X20 00 I99XI10o0 8.663XI0-2 L 
MD&OIAM 0.20 1.60 p 25 
A44A 6.00 6.00 6.00 
OGAMA 2.5 6.00 0.38 0.40 0.70 
...FLORIDA COASTAL WATERS RUN TITLE- STATION 43 L 
03
F .OXiO 








400 420 0 "'00 ,0n
440 4'50 460 410 490 500 5 6o 530 540 550 560 570 580 590 600 610 620 630 6'40 650 60 610 680 6&9 700 
WAVELENGTH INHI
 
CHI SOUARE -3.07X2O"0 5  DEPTHS(M IRRAD 0.91, RAD TOP 0.9 , RAD BOT 10.97
 
INORGN 2 INORON 2 PL FRO I PL FRO 2 OtATONS OCLOSTOF
 
*03 "04 00 "02 
 *00 
POPULATION 2.228X10 3.583X20 2.
B
ogxloo a 4.5.47X1o 5,98OxIO I.'6IXIO 
HOE DIA 0.20 1.50 9.25 
ALPHA 6.00 6.00 6.00 
GAfMMA 2.85 6.00 0+30 0.40 0.0 








400 410 420 430 410450 460 470 480 490 500 510 520 530 5 0 ZSO 560 570 W05 90 600 610 620 630 640 650 660 670 600 690 700 
WAVELENGTH (NHI 
0 5  CHI SQUARE -3.07X1O0 DEPTHSIK) IRRAD 0.91, RACTOP 0.91 . RAD DOT 10.97
 
INORON I INORON 2 PL FRO I PL FRO 2 tIATOMlS GELBSTOF
 
3 * 4 02 o -0  o POPLATIGN a2nX10 3.583xI0 0 2.889XI0 *4.54'X1)00 5.888xi0 I,461xlo 
MICC DIAN 0.20 1.00 9,M5 
ALPHA 6.00 6.00 6.00 
GAJHA 2.85 6.00 0'3D 0.40 0.70 
... FLORIDA COASTAL WATERS RtN TTLE- STATION 43L 
0 3
i.oxIO­r 








400'4 0420 4*30 440 450 0 470 460 490 000 510 S00 30 54i0 550 580 570 580 500 800 61 
WAVELENGTH INN1) 
a606 iO4 650 6606870 600 690 700 
CHI SQUARE - I. 14XI0-05  
INORO I iIODRON 2 





PlFRO I PL FRO R 




3.65, HADTOP 3.65. 
DIATOMS 0tL8STOF 














00 41t 430 40 450 460 47040 490 500 510 520530 050,0570 5800600 6 0 630 640 650 6606 7690 6GO 700 
HAVELENOTH (INl 
05  CHI SaJARE - 3.65X10 OEPTHSIHI IRRAD 0.91, RAO TOP 0.91, RAD SOT 3.65 
INORGN I tHOSN 2 Pt. PRG I PL FRO 2 DIATOMS GELOSTOF 
POtiA7IN 3.0X10 03 3.616XI1 0 ' I1.82XlOI02 5.316X10#00 I.00oxIO- 0 3 t.741Xo00 
MO0 1flAM 0.EO 1.50 9.a5 
ALPHA 6.00 6.00 6,00 
OGAtA Z.05 6.00 0.30 0,40 0.70 
L RUN TITLE- STATION 43 ... FLORIDA COASTAL WATERS 
I.OXID- 03	 U 








son l410420 430 '40 450 t60 $70 480 40 600 510 50 530 540 550 660 570 580 '590 600 610 620 630 6'*0 650 660 670 660 690 T0O 
WAVELENGTH LNfM)
 
CHI SWAIE .4.6410 0 5 DEPTHSiK IRRAD 0.91. PAD TOP 0.91 INFINITELY DEEP SEA A55U*ED 
INORON I INAGN 2 PL FRO I PL FRO P DIATOMS CELOSTOF 
0 O 304  3.063X; 0 0 3 3.620X10 .963XlO0 5,53eX100 5.971X 0 .715XOtoa POPMI.ATION 

MOD DIAN 0.20 1.50 20.73
 
ALPHA 6.00 6.00 6.00
 
GAMM5'nA 2.85 6.00 0.38 0.40 0.70
 
Ii,O 	 L U TITLE- STATION 43 ...FLORIDA COASTAL HATERS__ 
i A 
A- . .... .. .. -
I 'I J 
r10ad 1,1 riI !I-. L 




I0t8q O 03 0 4050' 1047 g 
-
i0•B 00 520 2,0§30 5 05 0 T o5 
HAYELEAMSH' ctot) 
7o0 805 s0ooo0 a6o0 o s6 0 0650 6 60 670 6900 100 
CH! EOUAR =J64X0-0 , 5 DEPTHSIKI: IRRAD 
IWO GM Il . iINoRGawa ," PL rsoG ' aP rsd 2 
POR.tLATIW4 3.063X1o,03 T1i.d20xIO 64J "bi.:XiO+Oa *',539l*O 0 
140CC rD19Iim 44 4 0.460 -15 
0.91; RAD TOP 0J91, 
ITH EBTF 





,6. 06--.0 o 






3r z~ x o .. 
IIJI k IS~ 










3 4 566 1 8 04( . 48 4950 - 51 
AVELENG0IH (M I) eo1 -15 
-
4 
AtA o.91J D.. .'1, AO 
- -
CHI sa ku- . x,o04 i.ii , 

TO oIt"YSIi.I~D L 6gEA09F~A 
IN6RGN'2K FRO I I PI. ~FRO2a ITO 0
--- dr ~~~-a62.,-0;14 e01a~~' 0+4 1 - 5nxo 
15. v07­" 1.50;, n 
MODE CIAo 

-O "". Or 00--l 1-.J---:.A 
. ~APH 
by - ,- Q.,70 ,as deter mG A 'OAMAtM 1,i4TE srk1bN 144 0UY'OF MEXICO. 










400 41 420 'aO30450 480 490 500 510 520 530 50 550 560 570 50 590 600 610 620 630 540 650 680 670 600 690 7100419 0470 
PAVELENGTH (MI 
CHI SWARE *4.70X1C " '$ DEPTHS(M) IRRAD 0.91, RAGTOP 0.91, RAD BOY 15.2$
 
INORON I INORON 2 Pl. FRO I PL FRO 2 DIATOMS OELUSTOF
 
0 1 04 " 1l 02 03 "02
 POPi.LATIJ 1.t'.4X1~o a.29X10( 3.356X10 9,633Xi0 " 5.71f/XIl 1.93'4X10 
"OCOIAR 0.20 1.50 15.07 
ALPHA 6.00 6.00 0.00 
GAItA E.75 6.00 0.25 0.40 0.70 










I.0XIO ° \ 
400 4I0 420 43D *40 450 460 470 400 490 500 510 5220 530 540 550 560 570 5BO 590 600 610 620 630 640 650 660 670 600 690 70 
WAVYELENGTH (NMI1
 
CHI SWARE .?.4tXI - 05  DEPTHSIHI IRRAD 0.9t. RAD TOP 0.91 , RAD BOT 25.2t 
INORGN I INORON 2 PL. FRO I PILFRO 2 DIATOMS GELBSTOF 
POPULATION 4.422XO0 02 3.251X2C *0 6.07OX20*
02 5.462X0400 3.759X10 02 5.63aX20 
0 1 
"OE DIAN 0.20 1.50 15.01 






















40D 410 420 430 940 450460 470 400 490 500 510 520 530 540 550 51570 0590 600 61 O 0 6 0 650 60 670 60 690 700 
WAVELENGTH lNHi 
CHI SQUARE *2.41X1O 05  EPTHSCMI !RRAD 0.91. RAO TOP 0.91. RAD SOT 15.24 
INORCN I INORON a PL FRO I PL FRO 2 DIATOMS OEL9STOF 
POPULATION 4.l2XIO*02 3.261X206'4 6.0OX10X 02 5.462X10 00 3.759X10"02 5.632X10 .01 
IOK DIAM 0.20 1.50 15.07 
ALPHA 6.00 6.00 6.00 
GAftA 2.76 5,00 0.25 0.40 0.70 
L AM TITLE- STATION 44 ... GLF OF MEXICO 












 I 0 I I 
410 410 420 430 440 4.50460 470 480 490 500 510 520 530 540D 550.560 5"70OO 590 600 0 620 63D0 650 660 670 600 90 700 
HAVELENGTH (h1Is 
CHI SOUARE ".L45X1 -00 5  DEPTHSitI IRRAD 0.91, RAD TOP 0.91, RAO SOT 11.27 
1OiON I INOflON 2 P. FRG PL FRO a OATOMS QELOSTOF 
POPt.LAIION 4.413Xl0 02 3.261X10 $0
4 6.072XIO*02 5.,63XI0 $00 3.1759X10 
" 02 5.633XI0 "O1 
MODE DIAK 0.20 1.50 15.07 
ALPHA 6.00 6.00 6.00 
OAMA a.76 6.00 0.25 0.40 0.70 
L RN TITLC - STATION 44 ...OMtF OF MEXICO 
00 









40 440 430 440 450 460 L170 400 490 500 510 520 630 
IIAVELENOTH 
5650-580570 500590 600 60 
(NMI 
-0 -8 9 0 
CI? SOtlAK -. 27XIo-06 





0.91. RAtOTOP 0.91, 
OZATOKtS GELOSTOF 





















8.190Kb0 1 o 
L RtM TITLE- STATION 41f... OWS Of' MEXICO 
f-" I OXIO "O0 l 
I.oxso-c'* /­ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
A 
C 
A H R .3I-5CPHf) IRD 3.5 A O .5.ROBY 76 -W 
L .xo 0 
IbWlGN ' IW04RU a PL FRO I 
PPLLATImJ 2.933X1 02OR 55IQ 04 8.2B7X10*02 
McOM DAN 0,20 
ALPHA 6.00 
GAMMA 2.76 6.00 0.25 
u M TITLE- STATION 44 ... CAF OF MEXICO 












e 3S z.ct" I 4 .c 










CHI SWtARE -ttB3XI& 05  tbEPTHS(M) FARAD 7.62. RAO TOP 7.62. RAO) BOT 11,27 
INORON I INORON 2 Pt fRO I PL FRO a DIATOMS OELGSIC* 
MftR.ATIGO 2G44XIO* X10t0' 2.4t.X10,03 4.4000 ,.cs XIo'O2 8.556X10 0 2 .5 39 
91DOE ClAH 0.20 1.50 15.07 
ALPHA 6.00 6.00 6.00 
CMHMA 2.76 6.00 0.25 0.40 0.7D 
L. RUN TITLE- STATION 44i... OGUS OF MEXICO 















40041029 430 440 40 410 480 490 500 510 580 530 50 550 500 670 580 590 600 610 620 630 640660660 670 680 690 700 
WAVELENI TH (WM) 
CHI SQUAR 4.53XIO "05  DEPTH84M) IRRAD 7.62, RAD TOP 7-8,6,RAO BO 1.27 
I2RON I " INO 2, PL FRO I P FRO 2 DIATOMS 0EL0STOF 
POPULATION 2.644X10 02 a.539X0 +04 1.446X104 
0 3 
. 4.400X10- 01 i0saxI0 "0 2 8'.556X20 01 
"0O DIAN 0.20 1.50 15.07 
ALPHA 6.00 6.0 6.00 
IM O"768 6.00 0.25 0.40 0.10 
o UN TITLE- STATION 44 ...GU OF HCXICO 
0 uliQ1M

C.0 * I OlO
 
r .DXI" __ 
c c 
* 4





40a 4104a 430 440 450 460 470 490 490 600 515 520 530 540 550 560 570 580 590 600 610 6,0 630 SkO 650 660 67r 690 690 700 
WAVELEWGTH tNH)
 
" 05  CHI SQUARE -3.2XIO OCPIHS(M) IRRAD IIR.e, RAD TOP 11.27, RAD BOT 15.24 
INORON I INORON 2 PL FRO I PL FRO 2 DIATOMS GELESTOF 
POPLLATION .,SaaxO 
*01 2.539XI0 *04 la22 x1O0
3 4.400X10 02  .469x10
03 5.342XL0 -o 1 
pD01All 1 0.20 1.50 1.01 
ALPHA 8.00 6.00 6.00 
GAMMIA Z.16 6.00 0.26 0.40 0.10 
...oLF OF IEXICO
 RUN TITLE- STATION 44
L 
i scq 








40O04lio LIfa '30 '$40q4 G q'470146 046 010 WAVLEGT (t40 50 5070 58009060089 6 0 630 S'4 0 650 '0660 6 
r 
at4 6WQARI .3,68b4| 
INOROI I 
"0 5  
mORO 2 
DEpTSiR)H 







PAD BOY l ,2'i 
PcetLATImI 6,988X1 
' 0 | 2.V539XI0+G l.221X10f? 
0 3 4.400X90'0 2 2.460)40003 6.'i2XI0o' 
mC)C GRIlH 
ALPHAOUtIAa 2.75 










-4 -l - - - -­ -
L 










- ­ -. -
Q~g4O42030404~O 5e070~9l 0610S6206306B'065068067088690 7004 6Q4 849OS0~I5053~4O
WAvELENGTH ENMi
 
CHI SOIJARE w2.05XIC-1 5 CCPTHS{X) rRFAo 0.91, RAU TOP 0.91 lUENITELY DEEP SEA ASSLIEtO 
INCRGN I IICRON 2 Pt. FRO I Pt. FRO 2 DIATOMIS OEL9STOr 
OpaILTanm g0onxao*0 3 3Z20IX1jO" 4 %.27flX1002 .400X10-02 5.235X10-
03 6.195X10-01 
HPlE DIAPI 0.PO 1.50 25.,07 
ALpHA 







OlA OF MEXICO44 ...L N TITLE- STATION 
*
 
r !.o) to OO
 







4U)O4aIO 430 440 450 460.170 400 4980 500 510 WOn530 540 550 500 570 58a 590 600 610 Bun 630 6140 65D0660 870 60 590 700 
WAVELENGTH (NM) 
00 
- 05  CIII SUARE -a.0Xo DEPTHSUI) RRAD 0.91, RAO TOP 0.91, I INITELY DEEP SEA ASSUMEO 
INORGN I INORON 2 PL FRO I PL FRO a DIATOMS GEL9STOF 
3.2DXI0'4 i.277XIO+0 2 o-o a 5.a35x!0 
03 6.195X10"Ol 
MIE01* A 0.20 1.50 15.07 
ALPHA 6.00 6.00 6.00 
POPULATION 1.039X]104 03 	 4 .40 0 O0
JA 	 OCAHKA 2.76 5.00 0.25 0.40 0.70 
S RUN TITLE- STATION 44 ... GU OF tEXICOL_2. 
APPENDIX D 
DIFFUSE ATTENUATION COEFFICIENT 
DIECEDIUG PAGE ELANK NOT FagMW 
137 
) - -­













I.O,(lOn - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Ir --- J 
CHI[SaUAREb 1 ,60KIO- o ll 
INORL;N I INOR614 2 
{EPTI45(m) 
PL* FRO I PL 
WAVELENG~TH {(M3 
[RRAD 0,00, RAD 
FRlO 2 DIATOMS 
TOP 0.00,t 
GEL0510Q" 
RAG 60T -4.57/ 
0 ' 0 3 0 - IX IO O 3 X 1 0 1] 1 
POPM.RATION 6.gf99lXJW 1.03t*XIO 1.060)(10+ 3 3,S? ' ' 5-6 S * 3J'259XI10¢00 
MOVE OlIlt 0.23 1 .37/ 11.16 
AL.PIA 6.00O 6.00O 6. 00 
GAMI 14.94 2.75 0.21 0.50 0.50 









I - ox 
' - I
 
" I -f~.onj-- O N 5O O r40640q~Og40B40001502EO n6 n 0 nO wiOa 
WAVELENGTH (NK) 
CHI SQUARE *8 17X100"4 DPIHSHI IifAD 0.00. PAD TOP 0.00, RAD DOT 3.04 
INORGN I INORON 2 PL FRO I PL FRO 2 DIATOMS QELBSTOF 
0 *03 0 "0 I -03 0
1.4I2OKI
POPULATION 9.436XI0 0 3,140X10 2.29IX10 o I.461XIO 1.359X10 
40DE DIAN 0.3 1.37 P3 00 
ALPHA 6.00 6.00 6.00 
GAMA 5.00 3.09 0.21 12.23 0.70 
L RUN TITLE- STATION 
8 SURACE 
r i.OXlo*O U48.Sc.. 












CHI SQUARE .2,$I)XCIO5 DEPTHS(HI IRRAO 0.91, RAO TOP 0.91, RAO COT 15.24 




02 5.462X1J 0 
0O 3,159xI -
02 5 .632x0 0I 
MODE DJA 0.0 1.50 15.01 
ALPHA 6.00. 6.00 6.00 
GAMA 2.76 6.00 0.26 Q.40 0.70 









r 0.XIO 01 
4e 430 440 450 460 470460 4906 fli 79s&.'16-54fl fl Ta1sl G 0tf~llYa 
AVELENGTH (NH) 
CHI SQUARE -2,.6X10 -05 DCPTHSINI IRRAD 0.91, RAD TOP 0.91. RAD BOY 15,2' 
MORON I INORON 8 PL FRo I PI.FRO 2 IATOMS OELSSTOF 
POPLATION 3.613X10$02 3.041xlof0' 5.656X0 02 4.728X1 00 4.499XIO­02 '.754XlO­ 01 
MOD£ DIAM 0e0 1.50 15,07 
ALPHA 6.00 6.00 5.00 
GAMMA 2.76 6.00 0.25 0.40 0.70 
L RUI TITLE- STATION 44 
111~ 
I-­










CHI SOUARE *9.08XI10 0 
INORON I INORGN 2 
POPL0ATION 3.634X10'
03 2.861X10P0 4 
H" DIH 
ALPHA 
GAHfA 2.65 6.00 
RL* TITLE- STATION 43 
0EPTHS(l IRRAO 
PL FRG I PL mo 2 
I.891X10003 6.135x10




7.31. RADTOP 7,31, 
DIATOMS ELDSTOV 


















IOXIO 0 , 
1491f4t~a1 . 64 U-4 0 i~f~n. 0t41 5 a 4 5 6 7 8 g 
wAVELNGTH (Ih 
CHI SUARE -2.93XIO -05 EPTHS(M) IRRAD 0.91, RAO 70P 0.91. RAO G0O 3.65
 
INORON I mORGN 2 ri FRO I PL mRo a DIATOHS OELGSTOF
 
03 *00 "04 O 0
 1.752Xl0'
HOGE OAH 0.20 1.60 9.25 
ALPHA 6.00 6.00 6.00 
GAMA 2.85 6.00 0.3B 0.40 0.70 
















I.Oxio "0 l f 
WAVELENGTH Ni'l 
CHI SQUARE -3.83X)0'05 DCPTHSWIl IRRA0 0.91. RAO TOP 0.91. RAD OT 0io.g7 
INORrN I INORGN a PL FRG I PL FRO 2 DIATOMS GELBSTOF 
POPULATION J.e37XIO 0 3 3.520X10 
' 0 4 
:.787XI002 5.799Xb0*0 
0 I.716XO - 0 1 S.06OXio1 o 
HOE DIAM 0.20 1.50 9,2 
ALPHA 6.00 6.00 6 00 
GAIA a.85 6.00 0.38 O.,l 0.70 


















4~' 4';6'dTh0~Zf 6tal0r flf'f61f fl 660 ml (30flf 
CHI SQUARE t5.71XI0'05  
INORON I INORGN 2 
GPULIATION 1.202X]0 +0 3 3.65C10*04 
MODE DIAn 
ALPHA 
GAMMlA 2.85 6.00 
RUN TITL- STATION 43LJ 
WAVELENGTHNHI 
DEPTHSIN) IRRAD 0.91. RAO TOP 0.91 . RAD BOT 
PL FRO 1 PL ma a DIATOMS OELDSTOF 
3.154X10'02 5.831XI0 +0 0 1.569X10I 0' 8.653Xl170
1 
0,20 140 9.25 
r,00 6.00 5.00 



















CHI SQUARE -3.39XID DEPTHS(H) IRRAD 0.91. RAO TOP 0.91, RAT)O0 10.97 





, 1.22PlXIO- 1,543,c1O02 7.567X10D '.032XI,04 1I.lIX1
 
MODE ClAM 0.20 t.50 9.25 
ALPHA 6.00 6.00 6.00 
GAMMA a.85 6.00 0.38 0.40 0.70 










I.OXlO "01  III 
WAVELENOTH INMI 
CHI SVUARE *9.1XJO - 0 6  DCPTHS(HI) IRRAD 0.91, RAD IOP 0,91. RAO DOT 14.93 
INORON I INORON a PL FRO I PL FRO 2 DIATOMS GELOSTOF 
POPtATION 3.877X10*0 3 1,63OXIO* 04 2.922X10 *02 2.083X0 *D 1 .9SIXIO 
"02 
.130XIO0 0 
MODE DIAl 0.47 1.51 15.00 
ALPHA 6.00 6.00 6.00 
OGMA 2.99 7.00 0.37 0.80 0.00 
L RUN TITLE-
STATION 13 














4 5W4TI42430 4064tD0460470 400490 500 5 0 dn50t4 5050' hl 60 d foo0 
WAVELENGTH (NM) 
CHIISQUJARE- 1.59XI0a OEPTHSIt1I IRRAD 2.13. RAD TOP 2.13. RAO SOT '4.26 
MRON I INORON 2 PL FRG I PL FRG 2 OIATOMS CELOSIOF 
1 02 0 2  00 00 POPtLLATION l.348X1Ot l 9.5SOxjO' 6/723X10* I.638X10 o 2.378XIO-o' .OflXIO'
MODE DIAM 0.29 1.51 15.00
 
ALPHA 6100 6.00 6.00
 
GAMMA 6.00, 2.05 0.29 0.40 0.70
 
RUN TITLE- STATION 12 
to L 





-- -- -- -- -- --- - -- - - ------------­




I.OXlO " __ 
CH|?SOUARE ". 05 
IHORON 1 INOaG6N a 
P0PULA1ION 1.356X20 *0 2 5.4I9X10 02 
PlOtE DEAN 
ALPHA 
SAN"IA 6.00O 2.6G5L RN TITDLE- STATION 
WAVrLENGH (t#1I 
DE~OIPTHSINI IRRAD 0.91, RAD TOP 0.92, RAD DOT 
P1.FAG I PL FRO P. DIATOIS GErLSSIOV " 
6.7-/1O0 2 t,5ia10'00 ta.'tx30 01 a..nXIo 0 
0.E9 1.51 25.00 
6.00 6.00 6.00 
0. 0.40 0.7"0 
?.I3 










CHI SQUARE 4 .30XIO"05  DEPTHSIM) IRRAD 0.91. RAD TOP 0,91. RAD BOT ?.13 
INORON I INORGN PL FRG I Pt FRO 2 DIATOMS OCLOSTOr 
*02 02 0 0 2 O 0 1 D 00 o
 
KPtLATION I.O'4XU
0 6.320x10 9.417x20l 4.399x10 - .040x1 1.043X1 0

t=ODIAH 0.29 1.51 25.00 
ALPHA 6,00 6,00 6.00 
GAMMA 6.00 a.95 0.89 0,' 0.70 
L RUN TITLE- STATION 12 














CHI SOUARE -0.64M-l05 DEPTHS(H) IRAO 0.00, PAD TOP O.O. RAD SOT 3.04 
INORON I INORGN a PL FRO I PL FRG 2 DIATOMS GELBSTOF 
POPULATION 3.046X10*02 5.149X10 03 3.044XI0 *02 1.84'Xio*02 2.CZx10 -0 1 2.603X10 00 
MODEDIAH 0.23 1.37 23.00 
ALPHA 6.00 5,00 5,00 
GAMMA 5.00 3.09 0.2 12.23 0.70 





PREDICTED FROM SPECTRAL ANALYSIS
 
153 
Fri I.X1°+l2 i,.XIO+I2 I 
U I X 10*"0 
I.XIO 
* 0 -- -- -





STATION 9 FROM UPRELLIN S-ECTRUM ) 
KISSINO OATE STATION SAMP NVN TIME NUM TRIALS TUBE APER 
0 139-3 07/22/77 9 SURFACE 1607 tO 200 
X j38-3 07/22/77 9 ' SURFACE 1607 tO 50 
IIHORON I [NORGN PL FRG PL FRO DIATOMQ 
POPULATION 5771XI 13 1.079X10-1 5.628x1I0 2.464XIO102 6.627xi0Oe 
MODE DIAN 0.00 0.00 1.00 a 50 16.00 
















I.XiO" XI h + 
-.--
I.XIO 
O I  
'I.*O ' 
DIODTERDa.CRONS
STATICN 9 FROM UFI;E!,4ING SPECTRUM !'NFINITELY DEEP. UNIFORM. 
M:Ssl04 
 DATE STATION SAP MUM TIME NUM TIALS TEC APIR TEST VOL COHc
* ["9-3 07/E,217 9 SURFACE 1607 
 to 200 
 2 00 1 OO0
X i3-3 0722/77 9 13URFACE 1607 to 
 50 .50 1.OOO
 
[NORGN INORON| 1  1 PL FRO I--! PL FRO 'l O:ATOH 0
POPULA71ON . 3 443Y10 3 913XIO 3 .679XI0 [.616X10 2.5 7X10O 
MODE DiAH 0.00 0 O0 0.3 C.37 11.16 
1 ALPHA 0.00 0 00 6.00 6.00 6.A0 
4.94 3 00 0 21 0 50 0.50 









u 	 I,XlO I 









3 I NOO'qO 113 
I.[10 
X l '0I3" 9fBf I I SUFCI4 1 6 
DIAMETER (MICRONS) 
STATION 11 t FROM UPWCLIN $PCCTRUMI 
MISSION OAVE STATION LAMP NUM TIME NUM TRIALS' TUBE APER TEST VOL CONC 
a 138-4 09)I177 II SURFACE 1549 10 200 2.00 

POPtLATIOUI 2.470XI0 321(1 7.201(1 .8j0Xi 0 .555X10
 
DIA .MODE 0.00 19 1.50 20.00
0.00 
ALP-A 0.00 0.00 
'0 
6.00UA 6.00 6.00






















STATION 12 I FROM UPNCJLLRNO SPECTRU~fI

.910,05 
MISSION DATE STATION SfA1P MM 

o 139-4 C9'L9'fl 
X 139-4 09/19/77 
RN0 3N ha INJORO 




MODE DRAH 0.00 0.00































t [ I 
MISO AE SAIN SM s IE tMTIL T i6AFE TETVt. CN 
XI a 
U .Xo -o IlX0' 
STH3 I FOMUFCLIO F'CTUT 
a 13B-4 09/I8/17 13 SURFACE ISSO ]0 200 2.00 1.000X 131-4 09/IO/77 I3 SURFACE 1920 30 50 .50 1.000 
INORON INORGN PL. FAG ha' DIATO%P FRG ?09  8
 
POPULATION 3.S45xlI0l 3.0631(0 3,634KID 1O.399XI0 91267(10
MODEWflA 0.00 0.00 0.47 1.51 1.00 
cALPHA 0.00 0.00 6.00 6.00 6.00 
w Z A2.99 '1.00 0.37 0.90 0.80 
H 














I ,X IO " I .X 1O " 6 I , X I O * I .X 1O "' , 
DIAMLTER (MICRONS) 
STATION 43 IFRO UPIELLING SPECTRUM I DEPTH. METERS 
MISSION DATE STATION SAHP NUM TJE NUM TRIALS TUBE APER TEST VOL 
o lA8-8 14 AUG 78 43 8 FT 2120 T0 200 2.00 
x 135-8 14 AUG 78 "43 6 FT 2120 10 70 .50 
o 138-8 IliAUG 78 43 5 FT 2120 ]0 t5 02 
INDRON 2 INOSGN I4 PL FRO 1 PL FRG ?10 DIATOMi 
POPUATION 3.029XIO13 3,616XI 1,98212 5316)10 I 980)X10 
MODE OIAN 0.00 0 00 0.20 ISO 9 25 
ALPMA 0,00 0.00 8,00 6.00 6.00 


















T Sa0 03 70.5 100
I -u Oa AUG-O78O I 3 
20 2 1.000
0 135-S 14 AUG 28 43 30 FT 2126 10 
INOPGN I INORON FL FRO 12Pl.FRO 1 OIATOMh07
 
POPULATION. 3 097XIO013 17197<O14 3.7167<10 S.83L1X10 
 619387<10
 
0 a 1.50 9.25
HMODE ClAM 0.00 0.00 
 8.00
C) ~LPHA 0.00 0.00 6.00 6.00 
 0.70
I"-AMMA 2.85 6.00 0.38 OM4 

h.X1015p i-rr '. 















DIAMETER tMICRONSII.XID07 tSTATION 43 1 FROM UrJLLING SFECIRUM I INFINITELY OEEP, UNIFORM ,4
 
MISSION 1 DAE STATION $AMP MUM0 13a-0 TIME NUN TRIALS TUOC APER TESI'VOL CONlCAUG 7I 3 SURFACE 2042 30 
 eoo 2.00 1000
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STATION 4' DEPTH METERS FROM UPWCLLING SPECTRUM 
MISSION DATE STATION SAM
0 NUM TIME NUM TRIALS TUBE APER 
a 138-9 15 AUG.70 ,44 SURFACE lq30 II 200 
X t39-8 15 AUG 70 44 SURFACE 1430 10 70 
0 3l-8 ISAUG 79 44 SURFACE 11430 0 15 
P L INORGN I INOGN P L FRG 12 PL FRO ?1 DIATOM 
POPULATiON ' 3,002Xi1 3,S6IXIo 14 8 Oi7XIO 2.70XI10 9.759XIO07 
MODE DIAM 0.00 0.00 0.20 1.50 15.07 
ALPHA 0 00 0.00 5.00 6.00 6.00 
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O 3-O 15 AUG 70 44 ID Fl 1455 10 200 
x 130-9 is AUG 78 44 ID rT 45S 10 '0 
0 ]3v-@ 15 AUG 78 44 I FT 1455 10 15 
1OP6N MI jFTOtO P L FP. PL FRO q? DIATOMh0 
POPULATION P.9YIOJ!2 3. )5XIO 14 8.167XIO 2.547XI0 9 405XIO0 
MODE IAN 0 00 0O00 0.20 1.50 15.07 
ALPHA 0 ou 0.00 6 00 6.00 6 00 
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1511511 0o 20070 2 005  00.00  
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PL fRO 2 
4.49XIOOO DIATOM 0lOS2YIO 
MODE0A411 0.00 0.00 0 20 1.50 15.07 
ALPHA 0.00 0 00 6 00 8.0 6.00 
















DEPTH 12 METER ('FROM UPWELLING SPECTRUM ) 
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tZ- 5 AUG 78 44 q3 FT 1527 10 70 .50 1.0O0 
OATOM 
POPULATION 6.9g1extO 2,539X10I O 2am "L4,4o0xio0o 2,469XIO 
MODE O]AM 0,00 0 O0 0.20 1.50 15.07 
LALPHA 0,.00 0,00 
INORGN III INORGN 14 PL FRO PL FRO DI "07 
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